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Want the latest updates? Get notified of the latest promotions, feature updates, tutorials, events &amp; more! Get step-by-step instructions and the latest information in our support center. FAQ Get answers to account, purchase, and product issues. Download Download the latest patch &amp; user guide. My status
Check order status and ticket support. Contact us Get help with our Customer Service Representative. Download and Install software updates Unless noted, the software updates provided on this page are only available for retail and online purchases. To check for updates to versions that come with hardware, locate the
About dialog box in the software, and then click the Upgrade button. In the Upgrade dialog box, click the Update tab to see if there are any updates. Also note that the software will pop up a notification periodically when an update is available. My support ticket You don't currently have a support ticket history. Go back to
{{case.writetime}} {{case.title}}View Ticket Health Details: Answer Close Open / {{myStatusCtrl.totalPage}} Enter your order number Video editing is never an easy task. Either the software is too expensive, or you just own an entry-level computer that is over through hardware requirements. Even if you meet all the
requirements, you need some expertise in this area to get good results in video editing. CyberLink has released the latest version of PowerDirector, which seems to cover all your needs, offer a balanced solution between low hardware requirements and usability. Based on a large community, PowerDirector has been
recognized as the most popular video editing tool, and has therefore evolved from one version to another in terms of functionality and performance. PowerDirector 10 confirms once again the fastest video editing tool. This is the result of a re-display tool that provides faster and more efficient video production. The engine
leverages both hardware and software technology to speed up video processing, Harnessing the system GPU power through OpenCL for ineable effect display speeds, while the all-new H.264 media encoder quickly processes HD video. Intelligent Smart Video Rendering Technology (SVRT) is a patented technology that
analyzes the entire project to evaluate the types of vehicles and formats used, then selects the best output configuration for optimal production speed. Theoretically in this way, users can produce videos better in time More. SVRT technology recognizes parts of a movie clip that have been modified and only displays
those parts during production and not the entire clip. But for the average user, this technology can become useless he already knows what sets of inputs he needs, or if the user is forced to use a specific input for his project. CyberLink PowerDirector 10 is a good solution also for slow computers. Thanks to the advanced
H.264 software encoding, PowerDirector 10 is up to 38% faster than PowerDirector 9 when displaying 1080 HD video clips. As a comprehensive application, it is not an easy job to provide a user-friendly interface. On the surface CyberLink PowerDirector 10 looks beautiful, bringing the main features in front. But as you
delve into your functions, the interface becomes too crowded. You can use up to 100 tracking timelines that allow you to create even the most sophisticated movie series easily by allowing multiple layers of video, audio, and objects to be controlled simultaneously. PowerDirector 10 introduces a host of exciting new
features to make your video products not only more impressive, but also easier to create. One of these features that first appeared in consumer editing software is that free hand-drawn drawings can be recorded and overlay any video. Also these drawings can distort the time, so you can slow down or speed up the action
at any time. The cinematic Time-Lapse technique that first appeared in PowerDirector 10 turns any slow-moving operation into smooth motion. CyberLink TrueTheater module can upgrade SD video content just like HD, sharpen images and eliminate video noise or even reduce shaking from your camera movement
converting your order into a smooth clip. The Beat Marker algorithm analyzes your soundtrack and places the markers at the main beat points so you know exactly where to place your effects and transitions. But in case your sound is slower, you won't get any beat points at all. On the other side, faster tracks will create
too many useless beat points during editing. The most notable feature brought by PowerDirector 10 is 3D support. Whether from files or directly from 3D cameras/phones, PowerDirector can edit any type of 3D video file. Convert your 2D videos &amp; photos to 3D with the TrueTheater 3D module for an enhanced
experience and burn them to any standard: 3D Blu-ray Discs, 3D AVCHD or 3D DVDs and watch on 3DTV. Following social networking trends, with PowerDirector 10, you can upload videos and slideshow photos directly to a variety of popular video sites including Facebook, YouTube, DailyMotion, Vimeo and
NicoNicoDouga. Add tags to your media, choose video quality, and set your account information for instant uploads. And with features youTube smart, if your video is longer than 15 minutes, PowerDirector will automatically divide the video into different sections and create playlists on YouTube. Pluses: 3D, 3D support,
Smart video display technology for optimal production speed, advanced H.264 software encoding, 100 track time; Cons/flaws: The Beat Marker algorithm is too sensitive on faster audio recordings; In conclusion: There's always a place for more improvement, but you have to dig deep to find any flaws for this video player.
Its comprehensive nature makes it serve very well for ordinary and average users alike. Looking for similar entries of categoryFeedback Dear CyberLink Forum members, Thank you for using CyberLink PowerDVD 12. We're happy to let you know that a free update is available to update PowerDVD 12. Please visit the
PowerDVD Update Center to install the update. This will update your PowerDVD 12 for the latest build. Build number v2118a Update: [Generic] Support Windows 8. Hardware acceleration is supported for play back 4K video files on 3rd generation Intel Core i5 CPUs or higher. Add PowerDVD to the list of player in
Windows Explorer for supported media types. [Media Library] Optimize ionized energy usage when scanning Media Library files. We have to go. Supports the latest Blu-ray film by 20th Century Fox. Improved John Carter Blu-ray disc play play-off for 2nd and 3rd generation Intel Core processors (Sandy Bridge, Ivy
Bridge). [3D] Retains the original frame rate for 3D file play back. Sincerely, CyberLink Forum Administrator Forum Index » PowerDirector (ältere Versionen) Go ForumDeutsch Update Power Director 12 Reply to this topic solution selected by Alero63 Alero63 Newbie Private Message participation: 30 June, 2014 11:00
Message: 8 Offline Solved by Jul 02, 2014 00:07 Hi, ich habe ein Problem Er hängt sich immer wieder auf. Deshalb wollte ich ein Update installieren. Sobald ich das Update herunterladen will streit der downloader . Er hätte keine Verbindung zum Internet oder ein Firewall problem. Internet ist skin. Firewall habe ich
sogar abgeschaltet. Security system Als habe ich Kaspersky Pure 3.0 . Hat jemand eine Idee is es noch sein könnte? Gruß Alero replied to the solution chosen by Alero63 CyberLink-Michael senior contributor message location: Europe participated: April 18, 2007 04:05 Message: 7418 Offline Solution selected by
Alero63 Alero63 Newbie Private message participated: 30 June 2014 11:00 Message: 8 Offline July 3, 2014 07:14 Hall Michael, habe den Fehler gefunden. Mit dem IE geht es . Selbst das Registrieren geklappt hat. Endlich ein vollwertiges Mitglied. ; Muss jetzt mal schauen warum es mit Firefox nicht geht. Komisch.
Gruß Alero This answer to my question answered the solution chosen by Alero63 Ha Jo senior member engaged message: November 10, 2010 09:18 Message: 294 Offline solutions selected by Alero63 Alero63 Private Messages Of Newbie Joined: Date th ng 6 n'm 2014 11:00 Tin nh n: 8 Offline 04 th ng 7 n'm 2014
10:30 hi, nee, had just ruled out everything. Tong lửa, virus program .... vv's remained only the Tr nh duyat. Then I (then I have) I) mal den IE ausprobiert. (is ich sonst nie mache hehe). Und dann ging es. Jetzt werde ich mal schauen warum das mit Firefox nicht geht. Gruß Alero This answered my question Answering
this topic Want the latest updates? Get notified of the latest promotions, feature updates, tutorials, events &amp; more! Download and read tales online from Loop, ebooks in PDF, epub, Third Mobi, Kindle Book. Get free stories from Loop textbooks and unlimited access to our library by creating an account. Fast
download speeds and free ads! Author: Anonim Publsiher: Design Studio Press Total Pages: 128 Release: 2015-11-01 ISBN 10: 9781624650390 ISBN 13: 1624650392 Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Tales from the Loop Book Review: Simon Stalenhag's Tales from the Loop is a hugely successful crowd-funded
project that takes viewers on a surprisingly sci-fi journey through different national and city landscapes from Small towns in Sweden and the Nevada desert come to the bitter cold of Siberia, where children explore and engage with abandoned robots, vehicles, and machines large and small, while dinosaurs and other
creatures roam our roads and fields. Stalenhag's paintings and stories take place in an alternative version of Sweden in the 80s and 90s, mainly in the countryside of Malaroarna, a chain of islands just west of Stockholm, and how this reality came about: the development of the Loop, a large particle fasting machine and
the side effects of major projects. These incredibly compelling works and accompanying text captures are probably a fact not too far away that is both obsessive and imminent: addressing the many ways technological and natural developments can create havoc and wonder in our world plus, its impact on the next



generation. This is the English edition of the first swedish-language book that sold out in its original print. Author: Anonim Publsiher: Anonim Total Pages: 125 Releases: 2015 ISBN 10: 978918722214 ISBN 13: 918722213 Languages: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Tales from the Loop Book Review: Author: Simon
Stålenhag Publsiher: Simon and Schuster Total Pages: 128 Release: 2020-04-07 ISBN 10: 198215070X ISBN 13: 9781982150709 Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Tales From the Loop Book : The basis for the new Amazon Prime Original Series! Perfect for fans of E.T. and Stranger Things - the first narrative
artbook from renowned author and artist Simon Stålenhag about a fictional suburban town in the 1980s inhabited by amazing machines and exotic, imaginable beasts. In 1954, the Swedish government ordered the construction of the world's largest particle express machine. The facility was completed in 1969, located
deep beneath the pastor pastored countryside of Mälaröarna. Locals call this the magical of The Loop technology. These are its strange stories. From the same author who wrote the imaginable artbook The Electric State, this haunting, (The Verge) Verge) Science Fiction (The Nerdist) follows bizarre stories from other
world creatures and is a page-turner you won't be able to put down. Author: Simon Stålenhag Publsiher: Anonim Total Pages: 191 Release: 2017 ISBN 10: 9781910132753 ISBN 13: 1910132756 Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Tales from the Loop Book Review: Sci-fi artist Simon Stålenhag's paintings of the
Swedish suburbs of the 1980s, home to amazing machines and exotic beasts , which has won global acclaim. In this award-winning role-playing game, you can enter the amazing world of loops. - The back cover. Author: Anonim Publsiher: Anonim Total Pages: 128 Release: 2016-11-01 ISBN 10: 9781624650468 ISBN
13: 1624650465 Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Things from Flood Book Review: The Loop is closed. Life is returning to normal when the pastoral countryside is suddenly flooded by black water from the huge abandoned underground facility. Rumors spread in classrooms and schoolynies, stories about flooding
and how it brought something to it. One thing is clear: the past is not ready to be forgotten. Simon Stalenhag is back. In his new art book Things From The Flood, Stalenhag continues the stories of Tales From The Loop, memories of a Nordic childhood passed down with exotic machines and exotic creatures from other
spaces. In Things From The Flood, Stalenhag shifts his focus from the 80s to the 90s, the decade of great change when the outside world actually arrived in Scandinavia. These are stories about the challenges of youth, of schooly yard hazings, of first kisses, of finding yourself - and robots. Author: Free League
Publishing Publsiher: Anonim Total Pages: 329 Release: 2019-10 ISBN 10: 9789188805232 ISBN 13: 9188805239 Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Tales from the Loop - Out of Time Book Review: There are rumors of a mechanical contraption wandering around the fields outside the small community of the
Mälaren Islands. At the same time, leaflets requesting information about lost pets are on the notice board outside the grocery store. On TV, the weatherman talked about the storm randomly - and had no severe bad weather in the last few nights? This is the beginning of a series of mysteries that lead children out into the
wilderness of The Loop and down into its secret tunnel. But what does all this have to do with the long-awaited summer camp, the Susi Talvi spacecraft and the 1969 lunar landings? This is a full-color 124-page hardback module for many award-winning Tales from the role-playing game Loop. Made in the United
Kingdom. Author: David Icke Publsiher: David Icke Book Total Pages: 503 Published: 2003 ISBN 10: 9780953881048 ISBN 13: 0953881040 Languages: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Tales from the Time Book Review: The author asserts that his most comprehensive exposure to the global conspiracy ever written is all
that needs to be truly free. Publsiher: Modiphius Entertainment Total Pages: 329 Release: 2018-10 ISBN 10: 9781910132760 ISBN 13: 1910132764 Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Tales from the Loop GM Screen Book Review: Winners of the Year ENnies in 2017 including Best Game, Best Setting, Best Writing,
and Product of the Year! Author: Syd Mead Publsiher: Titan Books Total Pages: 256 Published: 2017-09-01 ISBN 10: 9781785651182 ISBN 13: 1785651188 Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Film Art by Syd Mead: Visual Futurist Book Review: Author: Simon Stålenhag Publsiher: Simon and Schuster Total Pages:
144 Release: 2018-09-25 ISBN 10: 1501181432 ISBN 13: 9781501181436 Language : EN FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Electric State Book Review: NPR Best Book of 2018 A teenage girl and her robot embark on a cross-country mission in this illustrated science fiction story, perfect for fans of Ready Player One and Black
Mirror. In late 1997, a runaway teenager and her small yellow toy robot traveled west through an exotic American landscape where the ruins of giant combat drones litter the countryside, along with the removed trash of a high-tech consumer society addicted to a virtual reality system. As they approached the edge of the
continent, the world outside the car window seemed unravelling at a faster pace than ever before, as if somewhere beyond the horizon, the hollow core of civilization finally caved in Author: Gregory Manchess Publsiher: Simon and Schuster Total Pages : 176 Release: 2017-10-24 ISBN 10: 1481459252 ISBN 13:
9781481459259 Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Above the Timberline Book Review: From renowned artist Gregory Manchess to a lavishly drawn novel about the son of a famous polar explorer looking for his trapped father , and a lost city buried under the snow in an alternative future. When it started snowing, it
didn't stop for 1,500 years. The polar change that ancient climatic experts talked about has finally arrived, the terrain has been detached and the weather of the world has been changing forever. Now the earth is covered in snow, and the depth is unknown in some places. In this world, Wes Singleton leaves the academy
in search of his father, the famous explorer Galen Singleton, who is searching for a lost city until Galen's expedition is cut short after being vandalized. But Wes believes his father still lives somewhere on the wooden road. Fully illustrated with over 120 full-page artworks throughout, Above the Timberline is a wonderful
and cinematic combination of art and fiction. Author: Jeannette Walls Publsiher: Simon and Schuster Total pages: 368 Published: 2006-01-02 ISBN 10: 1416544666 ISBN 13: 9781416544661 Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL The Castle Glass Book Review: Wall House growing up with parents whose ideals and
stubborn informity are their curses and salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children live as no-noseds, moving between southwestern desert towns, camping the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, intelligent man who, when sober, captured the imagination of his children, teaching them how to embrace life
fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and could not be held responsible for providing for her family. When the money ran out, the wall retreated to the bleak mining town of West Virginia Rex tried to escape. When dysfunction escalates, the children must protect themselves, supporting each other when they find the
resources and intention to leave the house. However, Wall describes her parents with deep affection in the story of unconditional love in a family that, despite profound flaws, gave her a burning determination to create a successful life. -- From the description of the publishing house. Author: Robert Kirkman Publsiher:
Simon and Schuster Total pages: 128 Releases: 2018-07-03 ISBN 10: 1501181386 ISBN 13: 9781501181382 Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL The Quotable Negan Book Review: This exclusive collection of quotes, puzzles and behind-the-scenes material, focusing on everyone's favorite bad guys - violent, foul-
mouthed and charismatic psychopath Negan - is a necessary guide for all fans of both AMC TV show The Walking Dead and the original comic series. The Walking Dead is a cultural phenomenon that has infected the minds of zombie-loving fans around the world. Whether you're familiar with popular TV shows, comic
series, or both, one of the most memorable characters is Negan - the leader holding the Saviors' barbed-wire baseball bat. Now, in The Quotable Negan, you can discover interesting and engaging puzzles, his most pitiful moments, and more. This is the perfect gift for any fan of The Walking Dead's most notorious villain.
Author: Jeremy Robert Johnson Publsiher: Gallery/Saga Press Total Pages: 320 Release: 2020-09-29 ISBN 10: 1534454292 ISBN 13: 9781534454293 Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Unputdownable... Fans of The Twilight Zone, The X-Files, and Stranger Things will be particularly excited. -Publishers Weekly
(starring review) A satisfying dark satire of, well, everything ... Imagine Blake Crouch and Mira Grant rewriting Chuck Wendig's Wanderers-fans of all three authors who are part of the vast audience who will flock to this heartbreaking and deeply disturbing story. Booklist Stranger Things encounters World War Z in this
heart racing horror movie when a lonely young woman teamed up with a group of outcasts to survive the night in a town overtaken by a scientific experiment was wrong. Turner Falls is a small tourist town nestled in the hills of western Oregon, the kind of town you escape to vacation. When an ineso can't explain outbreak
quickly grows, this idyllic town into the epicenter of an epidemic of violence when adolescent children of several executives from local biotechnology companies became ill and aggressively murdered. Suddenly The town is on edge, and Lucy and her friends have to do everything it does just to fight overnight. Author:
Michael Ende Publsiher: Puffin Book Total Pages: 444 Release: 1997 ISBN 10: 9780140386332 ISBN 13: 0140386335 Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL The Neverending Story Book Review: Bastian is shy, cym slatery surprised to discover that he has become a character in the mystery book he is reading and he
has an important task to complete. Author: Monte Cook, Monte Cook Games, Sean Reynolds, Bruce Cordell Publsiher: Monte Cook Games Total pages: 329 Release: 2018-07-31 ISBN 10: 9781939979797 ISBN 13: 193997979X Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Numenera Discovery and Destiny Slipcase Set
Book Review: They say there have been eight worlds before us. Eight times the people of this earth, in the vast millennium, built their civilization. They reached altitude we can't even imagine now: they talked to the stars, reimagined the creatures of the world, and mastered form and nature. They built cities and
machinery that have since collapsed into dust, leaving only their vast outlines and barest remnants. This is the ninth world. The people of the former world are gonescattered, disappeared, or super. But their work remains, in places and devices still contain some functional germs. The ignorant call these magic, but wise
know that this is our legacy. They are our future. They're... Two 416-page corebooks, two poster maps, a handsome and powerful slipcase, a metal medal, and additional play aidsall for the price of corebooks alone. All current Numenera supplements are still compatible with corebooks. Author: Free League Publishing
Publsiher: Free League Publishing Total Pages: 215 Release: 2019-06-18 ISBN 10: 978918805195 ISBN 13: 9188805190 Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Things from the Flood 90s Era Rpg, Hardback Book Review: Simon Stålenhag is back. In his new art book Things From The Flood, Stålenhag continues the
story of Tales From the Loop, memories of a Nordic childhood insstused with exotic machines and exotic creatures from other dimensions. In Things From The Flood, Stålenhag shifts its focus from the 80s to the 90s, the decade of great change when the outside world actually arrived in Scandinavia. These are stories
about the challenges of youth, of the first kisses, about finding yourself - and robots. Author: Ransom Riggs Publsiher: Quirk Books Total Pages: 352 Release: 2011-06-07 ISBN 10: 1594745137 ISBN 13: 9781594745133 Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children Book Review:
Read #1 New York Times bestseller series before it continues in A Map of Days. Bonus feature • &amp;Q; A with the author Riggs • Eight pages of color stills from the film • Sneak preview of Hollow City, the next novel in the A series of mysterious islands. An abandoned orphanage. A strange thing of very curious photos.
All waiting to be discovered in Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children, an unforgettable novel that blends fiction and photography in a thrilling reading experience. As our story unfolds, a horrific family tragedy sets sixteen-year-old Jacob on a journey to a remote island off the coast of Wales, where he discovers the
ruins of Ms Peregrine's Home for Special Children. As The Trunk explores its abandoned bedrooms and corridors, it becomes clear that the children are not just special. They could have been dangerous. They may have been quarantined on a deserted island for good reason. And somehow - it's impossible even though
it looks like they're still alive. A spine-tingling fantasy illustrated with haunting classical photography, Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children will please adults, teenagers and anyone enjoying an adventure in the dark. A tense, touchy and bizarre first novel. The photos and text work together brilliantly to create an
unforgettable story. —John Green, bestselling author of The Fault in Our Stars With its X-Men: First Class-meets-time-travel story line, David Lynchian imagery, and rich, eerie detail, it's no wonder Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children has been snapped up by Twentieth Century Fox. B+—Entertainment Weekly
'Peculiar' didn't even start covering it. Riggs's chilling, magical novel was directed at the films. —Everyone you'll love it if you want a good summer thriller. It's a mystery, and you'll race to solve it before Jacob finds it for himself. —Seventeen Author: Michael Craig-Martin,Ben Luke Publsiher: Anonim Total Pages: 96
Release: 2019 ISBN 10: 9781912520152 ISBN 13: 191252015X Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Michael Craig-Martin Book Review: Born in Ireland, artist Michael Craig-Martin studied in the US Upon his return to the UK, he became a key figure in British conceptual arts and an influential educator , specifically
associated with YBAs including Damien Hirst and Gary Hume. Craig-Martin's works transform recognizable objects - such as sneakers, headphones, watches and most recently modern buildings - with bold colours and simple lines. He cited his 'idealism' as the root of his practice. Craig-Martin is the latest subject of a
three-year curatory partnership between The Gallery in Windsor, Florida, and the Royal Academy of Arts, London, which begins to celebrate the Academy's 250th anniversary. This vivid book recreates a selection of his paintings, prints and sculptures, with a insightful essay by art critic Ben Luke and an interview between
Tim Marlow and the artist. Published to go with an exhibition at the Gallery in Windsor, Florida, January 26- April 26, 2019. AUTHOR: Ben Luke is an art critic at the London Evening Standard. Standard. Marlow is artistic director at the Royal Academy of Arts, London. POINT OF SALE: * A selection of paintings, prints
and sculptures by Michael Craig-Martin, with an interview * This book is the result of a collaboration between the Gallery in Windsor, Florida, and the Royal Academy of Art, London 45 Color Images Author: Jason Sheehan Publsiher: 47North Total Pages : 562 Release: 2014-02-25 ISBN 10: 9781477848913 ISBN 13:
1477848916 Language: EN, FR, DE, ES &amp; NL Tales from the Age: In a post-a post-a post-a post-ao century America that has broken into a hundred permanent war fi fissies, anyone with a large voice and a post-a apocalypse weapon could be king (and perhaps already). Duncan Archer-man, carpetbagger,
survivor- has found some way to successfully navigate the end of the world, with its giant killer robots, radioactive mutations, mad scientists, rampant nanotechnology, armed gangs, sea monsters, and 101 nasty ways to die. But when he meets Captain James Barrow, a former OSS agent and the most wanted man in the
world, Duncan finds himself a reluctant hero caught up in a whole new level of exotic, rollicking adventures... And the second most wanted man in the world. Stories from the age of radiation are a return to the origins of science fiction, drawing a vision of the future very detailed, imaginable and completely too imaginable.
Imagine.
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